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Abstract: Urinary tract infections affect 150 million people worldwide, yet the diagnosis of this common infection is not straightforward. Misdiagnoses and incorrect prescriptions are frequent in the treatment of urinary tract infections; this also contributes to the increase in antibiotic resistance among pathogens. Present diagnostic practices take 2–3 days for pathogen identification and antibiotic susceptibility testing. New technologies are urgently needed for improved patient care as well as to promote antibiotic stewardship. An ideal new diagnostic technology will test clinical urine samples directly and identify the pathogen and determine its antibiotic susceptibilities within a few hours such that the patient can be prescribed the appropriate antibiotic treatment the same day. Screening tools, such as flow cytometers and new dipstick assays, can help with rapidly identifying negative samples and improving workflow and reducing costs. Several groups have made progress in optimizing mass spectrometry methods for direct urine processing, and there are also new multiplex PCR panels that are specific for UTI pathogens and antibiotic resistance. We also discuss several emerging technologies – microfluidics, biosensors, real-time microscopy systems, and sequence-based diagnostics – that show huge potential in delivering rapid results.
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Introduction

Urinary tract infections (UTIs) caused 10.5 million hospital visits in the USA in 2007, of which 2.2 million were emergency department visits [1, 2]. Total healthcare costs for hospitalizations due to UTIs in 2011 in the USA were $2.8 billion [3]. At least 50% of all women suffer from a UTI at least once in their lifetime, and 20–30% of women with UTIs will suffer from recurring episodes [4]. UTIs account for 10–14% of all infections in the elderly and are also the second most common bacterial infection (after ear infections) affecting children [5, 6]. Around 7–9% of children will have had a UTI by age 19 [7]. About 25% of hospitalized patients are catheterized, which puts them at the risk of acquiring a catheter-associated UTI (CAUTI). CAUTIs account for 40% of healthcare-associated infections [8]. When complicated by factors such as urinary stones, long-term catheters, and urinary tract surgeries, UTIs carry the risk of urosepsis, which can have a mortality rate of 20–40% [9].

Despite UTIs being so common, they present differently across various age groups, making their diagnosis difficult [10]. For women with uncomplicated UTIs, urinary frequency, urgency, dysuria, and the absence of vaginal discharge are strongly diagnostic of UTIs. For such women, empirical antibiotic therapy is a valid choice. Symptoms for older women are unreliable since urinary frequency and urgency may be present in the absence of infection [10]. Diagnosis is challenging in children since symptoms may be inconsistent or vague, and children often cannot describe their symptoms well. Young children and infants, in particular, need not have the classic symptoms of urinary frequency, urgency, or dysuria [6].

Methods used to diagnose UTIs

Figure 1 shows the traditional and emerging methods used in the laboratory diagnosis of UTIs. Urine samples for analysis are most commonly obtained as “clean catch” mid-stream voided urine samples. The nitrite and leukocyte esterase tests are the two standard dipstick analyses
used for urinalysis [11]. The nitrite test is positive for those bacteria that can reduce nitrate to nitrite and detects bacteria at concentrations >105 cfu/mL, and the leucocyte esterase test detects an enzyme produced by leucocytes whose level increases in the urine during infection. Positive nitrite and esterase tests can indicate UTIs, especially in the presence of diagnostic symptoms. However, it is not recommended to treat a positive nitrite or positive esterase test alone as an indication of UTI. The main drawback of these tests lies in their poor negative predictive values. They cannot be used to rule out infections because Gram-positive pathogens such as Enterococci and Staphylococcus do not produce nitrites, and leucocyte esterase levels may not be high enough to be detected early in an infection. Therefore, these dipstick tests are no longer employed at point-of-care; rather, they are used in the clinical laboratory along with other tests [11, 12].

Clinical labs may also perform microscopic analysis of the urine to detect white blood cells or bacteria. Pyuria and bacteriuria are helpful for UTI diagnosis when symptoms are present. In the absence of symptoms, bacteriuria may be a result of contamination or asymptomatic bacteriuria. Asymptomatic bacteriuria is present in 5% of healthy premenopausal women, 2–10% of pregnant women, and in 10–15% of older women [10]. It can occur in school children, patients with catheters, institutionalized elderly patients, and patients with complications such as diabetes or spinal cord injuries. Treatment for asymptomatic bacteriuria is recommended only for pregnant women [13].

**Urine culture is considered the most diagnostic test for UTIs**

The most common cause of UTIs across all age groups is *Escherichia coli*. Other common uropathogens are the Enterobacteriaceae family, Proteus, Klebsiella, *Staphylococcus saprophyticus* and *Enterococcus* sp. Group B Streptococcus is frequently isolated from pregnant women [10]. Common pathogens are easily identified with the use of chromogenic agar during urine culture. For the identification of other species, automated systems are often used, such as MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. Under the current
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**Figure 1:** Laboratory methods for diagnosis of UTIs.

Traditionally (yellow boxes), lab diagnosis begins with urinalysis by dipstick tests and microscopy; positive samples may be sent for urine culture where the pathogen is identified (ID) by chromogenic agar or biochemical tests. Antibiotic susceptibility testing (AST) is determined following culture by broth dilution, disk diffusion, or gradient diffusion. In green boxes are represented currently available new automated technologies – automated urinalysis systems for high-throughput screening and automated microbiology systems that can deliver both pathogen ID and AST more rapidly than traditional systems. Methods are in progress (blue-green boxes) for directly using urine samples for pathogen ID (and potentially AST) by MALDI-TOF. Multiplex PCR methods are also commercially available for uropathogen identification and detection of antibiotic resistance genes (ARG). Emerging technologies (blue boxes), such as microfluidics and biosensor-based methods, have the potential for point-of-care testing. Real-time microscopy systems also are emerging as a tool for rapidly determining AST and possibly, ID. Urine samples may be directly used in metagenomic sequencing to determine bacterial species and to detect antibiotic resistance genes in the whole sample. Dotted arrows represent in progress.
laboratory practices, sample collection to pathogen identification can take as long as 18–30 h [12].

Bacterial counts for the dominant species at above 105 cfu/mL were traditionally considered diagnostic; however, this value results in a large number of false negatives [10]. Studies have shown that 30–50% of women with symptomatic UTIs can have bacterial counts as low as 102 cfu/mL. Most laboratories use 104 cfu/mL as the diagnostic threshold [10]. However, high bacterial counts do not necessarily indicate infection. Treatment of asymptomatic bacteriuria contributes to future resistant infections, and therefore the European Association of Urology (EAU) does not recommend urine cultures in the absence of symptoms for uncomplicated UTIs. For pyelonephritis, catheter-associated UTIs, and complicated UTIs, urine culture and antibiotic susceptibility testing are recommended because diverse species can cause infections under these situations [14]. Traditional guidelines for interpretation of urine culture dictate that cultures with more than one dominant species are considered contaminated. However, many UTIs are polymicrobial, especially UTIs affecting the elderly population, CAUTIs, and complicated UTIs [15].

Before we discuss new tools that deliver rapid results, we briefly highlight an improved urine culture method. The expanded quantitative urine culture (EQUC) offers improved pathogen identification as compared to standard urine culture. Standard urine culture is effective with common uropathogens such as E. coli and other Gram-negative bacilli but misses many Gram-positive bacteria and other anaerobic, fastidious, or slow-growing bacteria. The EQUC method resulted from simple modifications to the standard method (plating volumes, growth medium, and incubation conditions). When 65 urine samples (41 from patients with overactive bladder and 24 from healthy controls) were cultured, standard culture missed 92% of the isolates that were obtained by EQUC [16]. In another study comparing the two culture methods, standard culture missed 67% of the uropathogens that were detected by EQUC in urine samples from 150 women [17]. Since the EQUC uses a longer incubation time than standard culture, increasing the time to result, the authors recommend using the EQUC as a supplemental tool for patients with UTI symptoms that give negative results with standard urine culture, and for patients with recurring UTIs [17].

Antibiotic resistance among uropathogens

The rise in antibiotic resistance among uropathogens is of growing concern and adds to the economic burden of healthcare. The CDC (Center for Disease and Control) 2019 report estimated that 2.8 million antibiotic-resistant infections and 35,000 deaths occur every year in the USA [18]. Antibiotic resistance increases mortality by 30–40%. The number of hospitalizations resulting from UTIs increased by 76% between 1998 and 2011 in the USA; this increase has been attributed to antibiotic resistance [3]. Resistance to fluoroquinolones such as ciprofloxacin has increased among the Enterobacteriaceae to such an extent that they are no longer recommended for empiric antibiotic therapy for UTIs [19]. Trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole is recommended as the first line of antibiotics for UTIs only when the local resistance rate is <20% [20]. The prevalence of extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL)-producing Enterobacteriaceae has limited the available options for antibiotic therapies [21]. ESBL-encoding plasmids often also encode resistance to trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole and fluoroquinolones [22]. In a systematic meta-analysis, ESBL-producing Enterobacteriaceae caused one out of seven pediatric UTIs and one out of 10 UTIs in renal transplant patients [23, 24]. The rates of isolation of ESBL-positive E. coli and Klebsiella pneumoniae increased between 2010 and 2014; the rates vary across countries [25]. Nitrofurantoin, one of the first antibiotics used for UTIs, is now prescribed as the first line of defense. Nitrofurantoin is effective against E. coli and Enterococci, but many uropathogens such as Proteus, Pseudomonas, Providencia, and Acinetobacter spp. are intrinsically resistant to nitrofurantoin [20]. Bacteria producing ESBLs are resistant to most antibiotics except carbapenems. Therefore, it is worrying that the CDC 2019 report listed carbapenem-resistant Acinetobacter and carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae as urgent threats [18].

The overuse of antibiotics, particularly the large-scale use of antibiotics in the poultry and cattle industry, is the primary reason for the increase in multi-drug resistance [18]. Inappropriate prescriptions contribute to the spread of resistance genes in the microbial community. A large study performed in the US showed that 30–50% of antibiotic prescriptions for outpatient visits in 2010–2011 were incorrect for either the indication, the dosage, or the duration [26]. Another study with data from more than 300 hospitals showed that antibiotic use among hospitalized patients could have been decreased by 40% [27]. Previous antibiotic therapy or prophylactic treatments or hospitalizations increase the risk of multi-drug resistant infections. Multi-drug resistance is higher among hospital-acquired UTIs than community-acquired UTIs and higher among elderly patients in nursing care homes and other institutes than those who are not [28]. Previous unnecessary treatments of asymptomatic bacteriuria, particularly during
long-term catheterization, can result in later resistant infections.

Antibiotic treatment, once thought to be only beneficial, is now known to be detrimental to the natural human microbiota. Empiric broad-spectrum antibiotic therapy, which is routinely prescribed for UTIs, can have unintended consequences for the microbiome. Infections by *Clostridioides difficile*, causing life-threatening diarrhea, are a direct result of the disruption of the gut microbiome by antibiotic use; *C. difficile* infections are now the most common healthcare-associated infections and listed as one of five urgent threats by the CDC [18]. The CDC 2019 report stated that 223,900 people required hospital care for *C. difficile* in 2017 [18]. It is believed that the bladder and the urinary tract are sterile, but recent studies show that microbes can reside here and help in protecting the system from infection by external pathogens [29]. In 2011, IDSA (Infectious Disease Society of America) and European Society for Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (ESCMID) have issued guidelines stating that while choosing antibiotics and the duration of the therapy, the adverse effects of antibiotic therapy must be considered along with the efficacy of the chosen treatment [30].

Knowledge of antibiotic susceptibility of an infection, in addition to the identification of the pathogen, is essential to providing appropriate therapy. The standard method of determining Antibiotic susceptibility testing (AST) is through phenotypic bacterial growth assays in the presence of antibiotics, where the strain is classified as resistant, susceptible, or intermediate. Conventional manual methods of determining phenotypic AST include broth dilution, disk diffusion, and gradient diffusion, and involve manual sample preparation steps and additional time of 16–24 h from culture isolation (Figure 1). Newer high-throughput instruments that are now employed by several large laboratories enable automated sample preparation, increased sensitivity, and reduced time of 10–16 h. These commercially available and FDA-approved instruments include the Microscan Walkaway (Beckman Coulter), Phoenix Automated Microscopy System (Beckton-Dickinson), and the Vitek-2 (bioMerieux) (Table 1).

**New diagnostic technologies**

A timely diagnosis of UTIs is essential to prevent inappropriate antibiotic treatments and to promote antibiotic stewardship, thereby. The pathogen and its antibiotic susceptibility should be identified within a few hours of sample collection, such that the correct therapy can be started within the same day that the patient visits the doctor. New diagnostic technologies have the potential to promote both patient care and management as well as antibiotic stewardship by delivering rapid results. Urine culture is the most time-consuming step in current laboratory diagnosis; therefore, new technologies need to be able to work directly on urine samples without the need for enrichment or bacterial isolation. New methods need to account for the possible polymicrobial nature of UTIs and allow AST for each dominant pathogen present in the urine sample. For any technology to be implemented in a clinical laboratory, it also needs to be easy to use and cost-effective.

Below we first discuss new screening tools, followed by rapid pathogen identification tools utilizing existing molecular platforms such as mass spectrometry and multiplex PCR. We then discuss emerging platforms for rapid antibiotic susceptibility testing using biosensors, microfluidics, real-time microscopy systems, and sequence-based diagnostics (Table 1).

**Screening methods**

The methods that we discuss in this section aim to improve laboratory workflow and reduce costs by screening urine samples to quickly identify and remove negative samples while not missing any positive samples.

Automated instruments such as flow cytometers, light scattering instruments, and urine sediment analyzers make useful screening tools with a high negative predictive value (Table 1). Flow cytometers analyze urine by sorting and counting cells, and they can distinguish between bacteria, yeast, white blood cells, red blood cells, and epithelial cells. Several studies have evaluated the FDA-approved Sysmex UF-1000i. The range of bacterial cell counts diagnostic for UTI varies from 103 to 105 cfu/mL of urine, and accordingly, different studies have used different cutoffs for the number of bacteria per µL of urine. The screening utility of flow cytometers depends on the cutoffs applied, and each laboratory must optimize the cutoffs based on the prevalence of UTI it encounters [31, 32]. In a recent study on 546 hospitalized children, 10 bacteria/µL was used as a threshold to achieve a negative predictive value of 100% [33]. Other studies, where UTI diagnosis was based on bacterial counts of >105 cfu/mL, achieved 96% sensitivity and 99.7% negative predictive value with a cutoff of 230 bacteria/µL [34], or 97% sensitivity and 94% specificity with cutoffs of 125 bacteria/µL and 40 leucocytes/µL [35]. Another study that screened urine samples from children found that using leucocyte counts (35 cells/µL cutoff) gave more reliable results than...
Table 1: Technologies used in laboratory diagnosis of UTIs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology/method</th>
<th>Commercially available&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>FDA approved</th>
<th>Uses</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dipstick assays</td>
<td>Yes – several (Scanwell Health UTI has in-home test for use with smartphone)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Urinalysis, screening</td>
<td>Rapid tests, inexpensive</td>
<td>Poor specificity; negative tests do not rule out infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunological test</td>
<td>RapidBac (Silver Lake Research Corporation)</td>
<td>Yes (for vet use)</td>
<td>Detects bacteriuria</td>
<td>Rapid, inexpensive test; high sensitivity for Gram-negative bacteria</td>
<td>Poor sensitivity for Gram-positive infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated urine analyzers</td>
<td>UF-1000i, UF-5000 (Sysmex)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Chemical and/or microscopic urine analysis; for screening purposes</td>
<td>Chemical and less time-consuming than manual microscopic analysis</td>
<td>No pathogen ID or AST information; screening utility depends on cutoffs employed and cutoffs need to be optimized for each laboratory; bacterial counts tend to be higher since they do not distinguish between live and dead cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light scattering</td>
<td>216 Dx (Bacterioscan)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>More reliable and less time-consuming than manual microscopic analysis</td>
<td>High-throughput chemical analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microscopy-based sediment analyzer</td>
<td>SediMAX (77 Electronika)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical urinalysis</td>
<td>Clinitek Novus (Siemens), Urisys 1100, Urisys 2400 (Roche Diagnostics)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical and microscopic analysis</td>
<td>iQ workcell (Beckman Coulter); Cobas 6500 (Roche); UN series (Sysmex)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine culture</td>
<td>Standard culture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanded quantitative urine culture</td>
<td>Vitek-2 (bioMerieux), Microscan Walkaway (Beckman coulter), Phoenix (BD)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Gold standard for UTI diagnosis</td>
<td>Time-consuming; not all uropathogens are cultivated by standard culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated microbiology systems</td>
<td>Vitek-MS (bioMerieux), MALDI Biotype (Bruker)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ID, AST</td>
<td>Automated, faster than traditional AST methods</td>
<td>Time-consuming, takes longer than standard culture Still takes 10–16 h for AST results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALDI-TOF MS</td>
<td>Vitek-MS (bioMerieux), MALDI Biotype (Bruker)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Rapid pathogen ID from bacterial culture; potential for direct urine testing</td>
<td>Currently not suitable for AST or for poly-microbial infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplex PCR</td>
<td>Guidance UTI (Pathnostics); Step-2 (AusDiagnostics), real-time PCR solutions by Thermo Fisher</td>
<td>No&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>ID, ARG</td>
<td>Sensitive pathogen ID in a couple of hours; direct urine testing possible</td>
<td>Cannot give MIC information or phenotypic AST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging technologies</td>
<td>Microfluidics</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ID, AST</td>
<td>Small, cost-effective, high-throughput, multiplex analysis and point-of-care; rapid AST in 0.5–6 h</td>
<td>Requires more validations and clinical trials with different pathogen/antibiotic combinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time microscopy</td>
<td>oCelloScope (Biosense Solutions)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>Can determine MIC values; provides rapid AST results in 0.5–4 h</td>
<td>Requires more validations and clinical trials with different pathogen/antibiotic combinations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biosensors</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ID, AST</td>
<td>Small, cost-effective, amenable to point-of-care</td>
<td>Requires more validations and clinical trials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Commercially available excludes in-home tests.

<sup>b</sup>No multiplex PCR systems are approved by the FDA for UTI diagnosis.
bacterial or red blood cell counts [36]. One study evaluated the newer Sysmex UF-5000 instrument and found that bacterial cutoffs of 58/µL gave 99.4% sensitivity and a negative predictive value of 99.7% [37]. The new Sysmex UF-5000 also has better capabilities to distinguish between Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria. A recent study that evaluated this instrument with 1,430 urine samples found that it works better with Gram-negative bacteria [31]. Most studies agree that flow cytometry screening significantly reduces the number of samples for further processing [36, 38].

The Bacterioscan 216 Dx is an FDA-approved semi-automated system that uses light scattering profiles in the urine samples to detect bacteria in 3 h. When tested with urine samples from children, the 216 Dx had similar sensitivity but higher specificity than dipstick urinalysis. With >10^4 cfu/mL as UTI diagnostic cutoff, the 216 Dx had 92% sensitivity, 82.7% specificity, and a negative predictive value of 98.6% [39].

Automated urine analyzers such as the Clinitek Novus (Siemens) and Urisys series (Roche) provide high-throughput chemical urinalysis by assaying for protein, glucose, nitrites, and leucocyte esterase, among other parameters (Table 1). Automated urine sediment analyzers (e.g. SediMAX) can microscopically analyze the urine sediment for leukocytes, erythrocytes, epithelial cells, bacteria, and yeast. Chemical urine analyzers have also been integrated with microscopic analyzers or flow cytometers to provide complete automated urine analysis (e.g. Clinitek AUWI (Siemens), UN series (Sysmex), Cobas 6500 (Roche)), and these systems can flag samples for further analysis, such as urine culture (Table 1). Studies that have evaluated systems such as these agree that they are useful for screening negative samples, and that they provide more reliable results than manual urinalysis, particularly for labor-intensive microscopic analysis. However, for samples with suspected bacteriuria, manual microscopic analysis is also recommended to confirm pathology [40–43].

Since the current nitrite and esterase dipstick assays are not reliable as point-of-care screening assays owing to their poor negative predictive value, the development of a sensitive and specific dipstick assay would greatly enable the rapid screening of samples. A new monoclonal antibody-based immunoassay, RapidBac (Silver Lake Research Corporation, Monrovia, CA), has potential as a point-of-care dipstick assay. RapidBac has been approved for veterinarian use and was recently evaluated for use on human urine samples [44]. When 966 human urine samples were tested using the RapidBac kits, the tests were 90% sensitive and 94% specific for Gram-negative bacteria in samples with >10^3 cfu/mL, when compared with results from standard urine culture. For samples with >10^5 cfu/mL, the sensitivity was 99%. In addition, the assay time was just 20 min [44].

Novel screening assays are being developed that need further clinical evaluation. For instance, an ATP-sensing paper was designed based on the ATP-driven bioluminescence reaction; it could detect microbial ATP in urine as a marker for UTI with bacterial counts of >10^5 cfu/mL. This ATP-sensing paper can be combined with smartphone detection for cost-effective screening [45].

Mass-spectrometry

MALDI-TOF (matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization-time of flight) mass spectrometers are increasingly used in clinical laboratories for unambiguous species-level identification of bacteria and yeast. Two FDA-cleared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology/method</th>
<th>Commercially available</th>
<th>FDA approved</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequence-based diagnostics</td>
<td>ID, ARG</td>
<td>Care; rapid ID and AST results in less than 6 h; Can diagnose polymicrobial infections; can provide ID for each pathogen and the antibiotic resistance genes encoded by each species</td>
<td>with different pathogen/antibiotic combinations</td>
<td>Currently more expensive and time-consuming than conventional methods; does not deliver phenotypic MIC results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: (continued)

aNot an exhaustive list. bFDA approved multiplex PCR panels are available for other diseases such as respiratory, gastrointestinal, meningitis/encephalitis. ID, pathogen identification; AST, antibiotic susceptibility testing; ARG, antibiotic resistance gene.
MALDI-TOF MS systems are available – the VITEK® MS system (bioMérieux Inc.) and the MALDI Biotyper® CA system (Bruker Daltonics Inc.). Although initial instrument costs are high, MALDI-TOF-MS offers savings on technical labor and reagent costs and delivers rapid and accurate results. The main disadvantage is that the method requires a pure culture of bacteria and is typically used with isolated bacterial colonies following standard urine culture. The challenge in using urine samples directly is that the urine matrix (pH, electrolyte concentration, cellular composition) varies not only from person to person but also from the same person at different times. Nevertheless, many groups have explored different urine processing steps such as differential centrifugation or dual filtration with promising results [46–48]. To save on workflow times, many studies have also examined the combination of screening tools followed by direct testing of urine samples with MALDI-TOF. The results from studies that prescreened samples with flow cytometry followed by MALDI-TOF ranged in accuracy from 74 to 94% when compared with conventional identification [46, 49, 50]. A combination of MALDI-TOF-MS and urinalysis (leucocyte esterase positive, nitrate positive, and bacterial counts of >500/µL) resulted in increased sensitivity and specificity for pathogen identification than by either method alone and provided results within 1 h [47].

MALDI-TOF continues to be limited by its inability to process polymicrobial urine samples and to provide AST. However, recent developments in the field have enabled the detection of carbapenemase-producing Enterobacteriaceae with MALDI-TOF by using imipenem as a marker [51, 52]. Other mass spectrometry methods also offer the potential for rapid diagnosis and AST. An LC-MS/MS-based method employed machine-learning algorithms to identify peptidic signatures for specific uropathogens and targeted proteomics to search the test urine samples for the peptidic signatures [53]. This method provided identification in less than 4 h directly from urine. Peptidic libraries were created for 15 of the most common uropathogens that cause about 84% of all UTIs [53]. It is conceivable to develop peptidic signatures for common antibiotic resistance mechanisms and get knowledge of antibiotic susceptibility as well. Some mass-spectrometry methods have been recently used to parse specific antibiotic resistance [54].

**Multiplex PCR**

Multiplex PCR offers a cost-effective and rapid approach to pathogen identification. Quantification of the pathogen DNA is necessary for diagnosing UTIs since it is necessary to distinguish between contamination and infection. Many studies have examined real-time PCR assays for specific pathogens, but only a few studies have looked at multiplex PCR panels for UTI pathogens [55–58]. All such studies have found that multiplex PCR compares favorably with a standard urine culture. When samples are positive by culture but negative by PCR, it is usually because the specific pathogen was not represented in the panel [55, 57]. Multiplex PCR delivers substantial time savings over standard urine culture.

The most extensive panel to be investigated was a commercially available multiplex real-time PCR test (Guidance UTI Test, Pathnostics, Irvine, CA) that could detect 31 uropathogens [57]. This study retrospectively reviewed 582 elderly patients with UTI symptoms and compared results from multiplex PCR panels with that from urine culture. PCR was more sensitive, detecting pathogens in 56% of samples vs. 37% by urine culture. Where samples were positive by both methods, the results were 90% in agreement. PCR also detected more polymicrobial infections than urine culture (166 vs. 39 cases). Eight pathogens were only identified by PCR and not detected by standard culture. The Guidance UTI test also tests for antibiotic susceptibility, but these have not been evaluated yet.

Multiplex PCR panels may also be used for antibiotic susceptibility testing by representing common antibiotic resistance markers. One such commercially available multiplex tandem PCR panel that tests for common antibiotic resistance genes present in Enterobacteriaceae (AusDiagnostics, Sydney, Australia) was evaluated recently. The PCR panel delivered AST results in 3 h, and the study concluded that such panels could help in getting appropriate and immediate antibiotic therapy [59].

**Microfluidics platforms for AST**

Miniaturized microfluidic devices are very attractive options for emerging diagnostic tools for antibiotic susceptibility testing. Microfluidic platforms are cost-effective and amenable to automation, multiplexing, high-throughput processing, and single-cell analysis. Their portability confers great potential as point-of-care devices [60, 61]. Their small size enables them to use minimal volumes of samples and reagents. Small confined spaces within the microfluidic device allow the detection of bacterial cell division and growth in far less time than conventional phenotypic AST assays. Various groups have developed microfluidic platforms capable of direct testing on urine samples. Some platforms offer both pathogen identification (or classification)
and AST [62–65], while some only deliver AST [66, 67]. It can be argued that AST information is more relevant than pathogen identification for prescribing treatment.

The different platforms vary in their method of pathogen identification and detection of bacterial growth. Bacterial growth in the presence or absence of antibiotics may be measured by monitoring the change in the length of bacteria trapped in pneumatic microchannels [62], using fluorescent dyes like resazurin that indicate cell viability [66], dark-field imaging of agglutinated bacterial clusters [64], ATP-bioluminescence assay [65], and by nucleic acid amplification [63, 67, 68]. Pathogens could be identified by classifying bacteria trapped in pneumatic microchannels by size and shape [62], using pathogen-specific 16S rRNA probes [64], by high-resolution melt curve profiles [63], and using pathogen-specific capture antibodies [65]. Most of these platforms could deliver results within 3–6 h, with some platforms delivering in under 30 min. An ultra-fast digital loop-mediated isothermal amplification method (7 min) could determine AST of E. coli after exposure to antibiotics for just 15 min [67], and this method could be integrated into commercially available microfluidic chips [68]. Some platforms are also capable of detecting polymicrobial infections and reporting AST for each identified pathogen [62, 63]. Studies on these platforms, although performed with a limited number of clinical samples or limited to AST for only E. coli, show high sensitivities and specificities and good agreement of AST results with that of standard AST methods. For these methods to be developed further, they need to be tested extensively with a large number of clinical samples and with several pathogens and antibiotic combinations.

**Real-time microscopy systems**

Bright-field optical microscopic imaging systems can monitor bacterial growth and cell-division in real-time directly in urine in the presence or absence of antibiotics and, thus, deliver AST results much faster than standard phenotypic methods (usually under 3 h) [69–74]. Many of these systems can also determine minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) of antibiotics, which are more useful for guiding treatment than binary resistant/susceptible classifications [69, 71, 73]. Some of the microscopy-based methods have also been integrated into microfluidic chips and offer single-cell analysis [69, 70]. Although the AST/MIC determined by microscopy-based methods agree well with the results from standard AST methods, most of the methods have been tested only on a few samples and a few strains and require more validation and development before implementation in a clinical laboratory. The oCelloScope (BioSense Solutions Aps, Denmark) is one such technology that uses time-lapse bright-field imaging of up to 96 bacteria-antibiotic combinations and can be used on urine samples and is commercially available [72, 75, 76].

The bacterial cells may be imaged while immobilized or while freely moving. Imaging of freely moving cells gives the advantage of reduced sample preparation. A new video microscopy-based method imaged freely moving bacteria in urine and applied deep machine learning algorithms to learn phenotypic features of bacteria such as bacterial motion, morphology, and cell division, and how these features changed in response to antibiotics [71]. Although training the algorithm was time-consuming, MICs could then be determined rapidly in less than 30 min. The method was validated with E. coli and its response to five antibiotics. If the models are trained on different pathogens, this method should also be able to identify pathogens in urine samples. Another method used light-scattering microscopy to image bacteria and monitor growth by tracking bacterial multiplication directly in urine samples [74] and could determine AST classification for isolates in 15 min and clinical urine samples in 90 min.

Some real-time microscopy systems use immobilized bacterial cells. In one such system, bacteria were immobilized in agarose within a high-throughput microfluidic chip, and single-cell morphological changes were imaged and analyzed by an automated algorithm. MICs were determined for isolates from 189 clinical samples representing five species (E. coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, K. pneumoniae, Staphylococcus aureus, and Enterococcus sp.) in 3–4 h [69]. In another microfluidic chip, single-cell imaging allowed the classification of E. coli as resistant or susceptible to nine antibiotics in less than 30 min. This method was validated on 50 clinical samples with ciprofloxacin-resistant or sensitive UPEC isolates and needs to be tested with other pathogens [70]. A third example of a rapid microscopy-based AST system does not use a microfluidic chip; rather, single bacterial cells were tethered to a glass surface, and the sub-micron motion of single cells was imaged. An automated software was used to analyze the images and correlate them to cell viability in response to antibiotics. This method could determine MICs for polymyxin B in 2 h from urine samples spiked with UPEC [73].

**Biosensors**

Biosensors are small and cost-effective, deliver rapid results, and have the potential to be integrated into point-of-
care devices. Several biosensors – with electrochemical, mechanical, or optical transducers – have been explored for the detection of UTIs [77]. Inexpensive sensors can detect pathogens at very low concentrations in urine samples – a nanoplasmonic sensor detects *E. coli* as low as 102 cfu/mL [78], and an impedance sensor could detect a range of *E. coli* from 7 to 7 × 108 cfu/mL [79]. However, very few have been used for direct testing on urine samples, and very few can provide both pathogen identification as well as antibiotic susceptibility testing.

One such integrated electrochemical biosensor was recently developed. It used universal and pathogen-specific 16S rRNA probes to identify pathogens and determine MIC in less than 6 h (including the time for brief culturing of urine samples with and without antibiotics) [80]. The sensor was validated with ~100 urine samples; the assay had 98.5% sensitivity, 96.6% specificity, 93.0% positive predictive value, and 99.3% negative predictive value. MIC was determined for ciprofloxacin and was 97.6% in agreement with standard methods. Although species identification is currently possible only for six pathogens, this sensor can be applied to polymicrobial samples and shows promise for more extensive development and testing [80].

A new study delivered molecular biosensors directly into viable bacterial cells using a technique called nanotube assisted microwave electroporation. This enabled high target concentration resulting in strong signals from single cells; combining this technique with a microfluidic device achieved pathogen identification within 30 min and AST in 3 h [81]. The method was demonstrated both on clinical isolates and patient samples.

**Sequence-based diagnostics**

Advances in next-generation sequencing have led to large-scale sequencing of microbial genomes. Whole-genome sequencing of clinical bacterial isolates or metagenomic sequencing of clinical samples is being considered as alternatives to standard clinical diagnostic practices. Sequencing-based diagnostics are highly sensitive and are able to identify pathogens at the species level. Next-generation sequencing can detect organisms that are difficult to cultivate, such as slow-growing, anaerobic, or fastidious organisms. Metagenomic sequencing of urine samples can generate a comprehensive picture of the bacterial, eukaryotic, and viral communities in the urinary tract [82]. However, the sensitivity of next-generation sequencing itself can be a limitation making it challenging to interpret sequencing results. The most dominant species seen by sequencing may not be the pathogen responsible for the infection [83]. Since voided urine samples are particularly prone to contamination from the surrounding genital areas, sequencing results must be interpreted with caution. To overcome these limitations, next-generation sequencing needs to be tested in well-designed clinical studies.

Only a handful of studies have compared the diagnosis of UTIs by sequencing-based methods with that of conventional methods. Next-generation sequencing of the PCR amplified 16S-23S rRNA regions was used as a diagnostic tool to identify causative pathogens in 60 urine samples. This method was found to be superior to just 16s rRNA sequencing in its ability to discriminate between closely related species and also superior to culture-dependent methods in its sensitivity [84]. MinIon nanopore sequencing technology, a faster and less expensive sequencing technology, was tested on 10 clinical urine samples and five artificially spiked urine samples. MinIon sequencing could correctly identify the pathogens and most of the acquired antibiotic resistance genes, but it did poorly at differentiating between closely related species and also superior to culture-dependent methods in its sensitivity [85]. Although MinIon technology is more expensive than conventional diagnostics, it had a turnaround time of 4 h and, thus, shows promise for further development.

Shotgun DNA sequencing of urinary cell-free DNA, containing debris of genomes of dead cells (human and microbial), was recently explored for its diagnostic potential with urine samples from 141 kidney transplant recipients, some with bacterial UTI [86]. Pathogen identification results obtained by sequencing agreed with those from standard methods, and in addition, bacteria and viruses not detected by culture methods could be identified by sequencing (for example, a case of UTI caused by *Haemophilus influenzae*, a very unusual uropathogen, was identified). Additionally, cell-free DNA sequencing was able to give information on the bacterial population growth rates by examining skewed genome coverage (greater coverage of sequences surrounding the origin of replication indicates faster growth rate). They also observed good agreement with the detection of antibiotic resistance gene fragments and phenotypic AST results. Thus, a large body of information could be obtained from a single diagnostic assay [86].

Whole-genome sequences or metagenomic sequences can be mined for the presence of antibiotic resistance genes, and this data used to generate a resistance profile. Thus, sequencing-based diagnostics offer the potential of pathogen identification and AST in a single assay. As attractive as this method is, there are several hurdles to be overcome. Genotypic antibiotic susceptibility results from
whole-genome sequencing are far more expensive and more time-consuming than standard diagnostic tests and phenotypic AST [87]. As sequencing technologies continue to improve, costs and turnaround times are predicted to decrease in the future. Robust bioinformatic tools are also being developed that enable rapid and accurate analysis of sequencing data [88]. The primary challenge is to predict phenotype from genotype because the mere presence or absence of antibiotic resistance genes does not always predict susceptibility. Many factors that determine the expression of genes (promoter that drives expression, genomic context, presence of regulatory factors), or the environmental context of the pathogen (for example, being in a biofilm naturally increases resistance), contribute to antibiotic resistance phenotypes. Determining which antibiotics an infection is susceptible to is more relevant to prescribing treatment than knowing which antibiotics the infection is resistant to. Accurate prediction from genotype also requires knowledge of all genetic variations responsible for a resistance phenotype and requires that databases be updated as new genetic mechanisms are uncovered [87, 88].

Conclusions

By providing patients with a timely diagnosis and tailored antibiotic therapies, healthcare providers cannot only improve patient care but also contribute to antibiotic stewardship. As we have discussed, many new technologies and methods are being developed that aim to both identify the pathogens and determine their antibiotic susceptibilities very rapidly by directly testing clinical urine samples (Figure 1, Table 1). Screening tools such as the flow cytometers are already in use in clinical laboratories and greatly help to reduce the number of samples for downstream processing. Multiplex PCR panels are commercially available and show promising results. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometers are also routinely used in clinical laboratories, but with new developments in urine pre-processing, urine samples can be directly applied for MALDI-TOF-MS. Clinicians and healthcare providers need to be aware of the emerging microfluidics, biosensors, and real-time microscopy platforms that have demonstrated very rapid turnaround times. Further development of these technologies, with validation on a more significant number of samples and with a higher number of pathogen-antibiotic combinations, will pave the way for tools that are ready to be implemented in the clinical laboratory.
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